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Abstract
The paper develops an efficient computational method
for establishing equivalent characteristics of magnetic
joints of transformer cores, with special emphasis on
step-lap design. This enables comparative analysis of
designs without the need for difficult measurements.
1 Introduction

sheets in the yoke with flux density B1 and n2 sheets in

This paper introduces a method for computation of
equivalent magnetic characteristics for structures built
from anisotropic lamination sheets [1, 2]. A twodimensional formulation is employed as the magnetic
flux density component perpendicular to the surface of
the sheet (Bz) is negligible: if no air-gaps are present,
and for the resultant B of 1.8T, this value is less than
0.01T, if air-gaps exist it will be around 0.06T [3−5]. A
sample of dimensions δx×δy×δz (50×50×5mm) was
analysed experimentally and computationally and the
flux density components may be found as
'
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'
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where i=1, 2, …, n denotes the structure’s layer,
the flux ‘in’ through the surface yz,

φiy'

and

φiy''

we have assumed 5 cycles resulting in 4 ‘steps’. The
purpose is to reduce the overlap of the joint and
spreading of the air-gaps. This, in turn, reduces iron
loss by about 5% in comparison with the conventional
45o and 90o designs [6]. Moreover, this structure is less
sensitive to the inaccuracies of the sheet assembly.
Denoting by x the yoke’s laminations and by y the
column’s ones, the joints may be made of 4 steps of
unequal numbers of sheets following the pattern: 1x−4y,
2x−3y, 3x−2y and 4x−1y. The width of the step in our
case is 3mm while the air-gap is 0.25mm. There are n1

φix'' is

φix' is

the flux ‘out’,

are similar fluxes through the surface xz. In

the column with density B 2 , the air-gap flux density is

B 0 with n0 sheets separated by the gap. The flux density
of the equivalent structure may then be defined as

(n1 + n2 + n3 )B = n1 B1 + n2 B 2 + n0 B 0

(3)
The energy stored in the virtual gap (Fig. 1) in the joint
1
(4)
Wμ = Vsh n0ν 0 B02 + n1ν 1 B12 + n2ν 2 B22
2
where ν1 and ν2 are the reluctivities of the yoke and the
column, respectively, while ν0=1/μ0 and Vsh is the
lamination volume. The objective function in the
minimisation process may be defined as
f = n0ν 0 B02 + n1ν 1 B12 + n2ν 2 B22 = min
(5)
subject to the constraint (3). The unknowns are the

(

components of B1 and B 2 . A standard Hooke and
Jeeves Direct Search Method has been used as it is
known to be robust and insensitive to the starting point.

order to model the real 3D situation approximately as a
2D problem, it has been assumed that the structure is
built from an equivalent material giving identical field
distribution as the original. The actual field distribution is
a result of the system’s tendency to achieve a minimum
of magnetic energy, which may be expressed as
Wμ min =

0c-4y
1c-3y
2c-2y

n

∑ Wμ i ( μ i , B i )

air gap
columns sheet

(2)

i =1

where μI is the permeability, and B i the induction, in
individual laminations. The equivalent permeability at
any point of the core is then a function of the resultant
flux density and the minimal field energy μ ( B eq ,Wμ min ) .
1 Equivalent characteristics for step-lap joints
The step-lap joint uses vertical displacements of sheets
in consecutive cycles of core assembly [5]. In this paper

)

yokes sheet

Fig. 1. Internal virtual gaps in the joint.
The starting values for B1x, B1y, B2x and B2y follow an
initial assumption that magnetic flux goes entirely
through the laminations avoiding the gaps. Moreover,
for small values of induction the flux goes mainly along
the rolling direction, whereas for larger values B1 ≈ B 2

(Table. 1.) The equivalent reluctivity νeq of the
homogenised replacement material representing the
laminated system of the joint may be found by equalling
the energies of the real and equivalent structures
1
(n0 + n1 + n2 )Vshν eq Beq2 = 1 Vsh n0ν 0 B02 + n1ν 1 B12 + n2ν 2 B22
2
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0
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0.44
0.59
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1.31
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0.24
0
1.3
1.13
0.87
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0
0
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0.4
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Table. 1. Flux density vectors for small (0.5T) and large
(1.5T) values of induction for the different structures
(where 4c, 3c, 2c – number of column’s sheets; and 0y,
1y, 2y – number of yoke’s sheets of the joint).

4 Experiments
Measurements have been taken on a real sample,
including resultant flux densities as well as those inside
each layer. Narrow holes (0.2mm) were drilled to install
search coils which allow flux to be measured in the two
relevant directions (Bx and By at point P). The area of the
search coils needs to be small to for the averaging not
to distort the real distribution.
5 Conclusions
The ability to compute equivalent characteristics for
different types of joints of the transformer core is
important even in the early stages of the design.
Measurements for the step-lap joint are difficult due to
very small ‘steps’. The proposed quasi-3D method is
fast and sufficiently accurate for design purposes.
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